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LECTURE 

STS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

 STS is an acronym for either: 

o ‘Science, Technology & Society’, or 

o ‘Science &Technology Studies’ 

 Two approaches have different 

o Disciplinary origins 

o Conceptual foundations 

o Political stances on scientific and technological issues 

 Science, technology and society 

o Orientated toward practical questions about role of science and technology in society 

o Critical corporate and institutional activities 

o Citizen empowerment, grass-root politics, alternative S&T, decentralized technological 

solutions 

o Active, politically engaged stance on scientific and technological issues 

o Roots in politically active scientists and engineers 

 Science and technology studies 

o More orientated toward theoretical issues such as:  

 Status of historical, philosophical and sociological explanations for authority of 

science and technology 

 Social and political factors which shape formation of scientific and technical 

knowledge 

o Tends to take a neutral stance on S&T and development 

 Tensions between two approaches 

o Two approaches represent different ways of interpreting and responding to developments in 

science and technology 

o UOW STS has traditionally drawn on both approaches 

 Informed by theory, but practically orientated 

 Two approaches cover a number of interdisciplinary studies 

o History of science, technology and medicine 

o Environmental history 

o Sociology of science, technology and the environment 

o Philosophy of science 

o Philosophy of technology 

 How do we understand the role of science and technology in modern societies? 

o Main preoccupation of STS: 

 How debates about role of science & technology in society are bound up in broader 

processes of knowledge formation & exercise of social power 

o Analytical focus of STS: 

 Controversies about scientific & technological development, i.e. political, cultural & 

environmental implications 

 How science & technology are formulated as knowledge, practices & artefacts 

(‘science‐in‐the‐making’) 

 Regulation & governance of scientific & technical activities 



 STS on environmental issues 

o Modern conceptions of environment primarily shaped by scientific and technical knowledge 

and practices, tempered by political and cultural concerns 

o Contemporary disputes about environment can be studied using same theoretical tools used 

to study science and technology, because most environmental disputes involve S&T in some 

way 

o Many scientific and technological controversies have important environmental elements 

 e.g. biotechnology regulation, climate change policy, energy policy 

o  

 Speaking ‘for’ the environment 

o ‘the environment’ cannot speak for itself with respect to human decision-making 

o Broad range of individuals, groups and institutions must speak on behalf of the environment 

 e.g. farmers & farming organizations, environmentalists & NGOs, scientists & 

research organizations, politicians & elected governments, bureaucrats & govt 

depts, etc 

o Individuals, groups and institutions have different value systems and different interests when 

they speak about and for the environment 

o However, technocratic/neo‐positivist basis of policy‐making in modern societies is insensitive 

to value issues & social meanings: therefore ill‐equipped to deal with complex social & 

political issues (Fischer 2003) 

 Values and interests: unspoken assumptions 

o Values and interests rarely made explicit in public debates about environmental issues 

o Environmental debates tend to be dominated by mainstream/orthodox/dominant political 

and economic discourses 

 e.g. neoliberalism, managerialism, corporatism in advanced industrialized countries 

o interests and values motivate actions of scientists, engineers and other technical experts in 

industrialized societies as much as other members of society, despite claims of ‘neutrality’ 

 Expertise in industrialised societies 

o Industrialized societies rely on scientific & technical experts to develop & manage wide range 

of techno scientific systems 

 E.g. telecommunications, transport, manufacturing, logistics, defence & security, 

water & sewerage, etc. 

o Private & public institutions consequently tend to rely on sci‐ tech experts to speak for 

environment. 

o BUT experts work from different specialized knowledge & discipline bases (& for different 

employers) & are not united with respect to values & interests brought to bear on 

environmental issues. 

 Expert disagreement 

o Experts often disagree about: 

 What constitutes reliable evidence and factual knowledge due to different 

professional training 

 Current and future direction for society, due to values and interests 

o Diversity of expert judgements can lead to contradictory claims on important public policy & 

environmental issues 

 E.g. genetically modified organisms, land degradation, nuclear power. 

o Non‐expert citizens often left confused as to who or what to believe 

o Authority of experts is undermined in pluralist societies & not effective in settling 

controversies. 

 Experts, knowledge and democracy 



o Ordinary citizens constantly presented with problem of how to make informed judgements 

about risks & dangers associated with taking society in certain directions. 

o Especially true of complex technological systems, e.g. energy, transport, water, financial 

markets 

o Also true of scientific & technical research related to new forms of communication, energy, 

food. 

o BUT few if any technical or scientific fields comprehensively understood by single experts, 

even single groups of experts. 

o PROBLEM: who can be trusted for accurate advice? 

 Disputes between experts cannot be solved by more science and technology  

o Elites have greater access to technical expertise & therefore have political advantage in 

controversies 

o However, plural interests exist even at level of elites, so elites not necessarily unified in 

stances taken on different issues. 

o Expert disputes are reflections of larger social & political conflicts over which way broader 

interest groups want society to be. 

o STS argues resolution of conflict more likely if notions of knowledge, expertise, democracy, 

risk, etc. are redefined to allow broader range of values & interests to be represented in 

decision‐making & final outcomes 

o Central to STS analysis of ‘mainstream’ science & technology is critique of positivism 

 Positivism: a ‘scientific’ philosophy of society and nature 

o According to positivism, scientists: 

 Make neutral observations of natural phenomena 

 Use experimentation and verification to eliminate social or political biases and 

derive objective knowledge of nature 

 Routinely produce scientific knowledge which is, by definition, a proven & true 

reflection of real world phenomena 

o According to positivism, social scientists: 

 Should accept what mainstream (natural) scientists claim 

 Look for mistakes of reasoning & evidence by scientists who disagree with 

mainstream (biased? confused? mendacious? mentally ill?) 

 Should be focused on ‘sociology of error’ when studying sci‐tech controversies 

 Problems with positivist approach 

o History of science demonstrates positivist view of science is limited & inaccurate: 

 Many great scientists were biased 

 ‘Best’ science does not always gain dominance/orthodoxy 

 ‘neutral’ observations of nature not possible 

o Sociology of science tells us reputation, trust, persuasiveness & plausibility , rather than 

logic, proof & evidence frequently determine which theories are accepted 

o In scientific controversies, evidence cited by scientists with opposing views can be equally 

compelling & plausible: positivism provides no guidance as to how to judge between 

competing claims 

 Group politics and social structural approaches 

o Group politics approaches concentrate on analysis of activities of different social groups in 

response to social change 

 E.g. local residents, blue collar workers, medical practitioners, factory managers, 

government bureaucrats, etc. 

o Social structural approaches concentrate on class, race, gender &/or institutional factors as 

major drivers of social change 



o Both approaches focus on activities outside, rather than inside scientific community in 

controversy research 

o Usually take positivist (or functionalist) approach to scientific knowledge, i.e. mainstream 

science uncritically accepted 

 Constructivism 

o Two basic tenets: 

 Science is constituted by social activities & socially negotiated categories of value & 

meaning 

 Essential to study science empirically (‘naturalistic observation’) to understand it. 

o Two main schools: 

 Edinburgh School & ‘Strong Programme’; focus on ‘interests’, e.g. Barry Barnes, 

Michael Mulkay, David Bloor, Donald MacKenzie 

 Bath School & ‘controversy studies’ 

 e.g. Harry Collins,Trevor Pinch 

 constructivism on scientific knowledge and expertise 

o Constructivism is direct response to limited view of science represented by positivism & 

functionalism 

o Scientific knowledge actively constructed by communities of accredited researchers, not 

passively discovered in nature 

o Experts often disagree about what is reliable evidence or even what constitutes factual 

knowledge 

o Disagreement arises partly from lack of uniformity of different disciplines, but also from 

personal preferences & cultural influences 

o Consensus formation crucial to interpretation of evidence & creation of factual knowledge in 

modern science & technology 

 A common pattern in public controversies 

o Official constructions of source of public concern in many scientific, technological & 

environmental controversies is public 'information deficit' which must be remedied with 

more information 

o Rational actors will change opinions when given 'the facts' 

o Known in STS as the ‘deficit model’ of public understanding of science 

o Irrational actors (by definition, those who do not accept/trust official 'facts') have no 

legitimate voice in debate 

o Positivist approach to matters of public concern does not build trust & does not resolve 

public concerns 

 Constructivism and controversy studies 

o When studying a particular controversy, social scientists: 

 Do not have to wait for scientists to reach an agreement 

 Attempt to analyse all sides using same criteria (symmetry thesis): what interests & 

experiences motivate particular beliefs & formation of knowledge? 

o Unsettled controversies are particularly interesting: 

 Interests are more visible (‘science‐in‐the‐making’) 

 Not yet determined who is ‘right’ & who is ‘wrong’ 

 ‘Best facts’ seldom cause resolution of disputes 

 Resolving public controversies/closing public debates 

o Resolution of public controversies &/or closure of public debates can be achieved through 

several means: 

 Side with greatest access to financial &/or political resources can force other side to 

capitulate through legal, political or economic means; 



 Side with greatest access to media resources can confuse public with disinformation 

to prevent governments from enacting regulations or reforms & to marginalize 

public interest pressure groups 

 Side with most effective communications strategy can mobilize public concern to 

empower governments to regulate or reform in public interest 

 Some constructivists advocate ‘neutrality’, but is that socially responsible? 

o If knowledge is constructed (rather than simply discovered): 

 Is it possible to make an objective judgement about differing claims to knowledge & 

the truth? 

 How is it possible to determine who (or what) is ‘right’ & ‘wrong’? 

o Some constructivists advocate ‘neutrality’ and ‘symmetry’: 

 Not taking sides in the debate, remaining neutral re. who is ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ 

 Conducting the same symmetrical analysis of those thought to be right and those 

thought to be wrong 

 Neutrality may not necessarily be socially responsible in some areas of research 

 Three expert debates as focus in this subject: 

o Whether discourses of environmental sustainability & precautionary principle have affected 

industrial development in positive ways 

o Whether world should be moving from non‐renewable to renewable energy economy, & 

pros & cons for making that change 

o Extent to which genetically modified organisms & nanotechnology pose risks to human 

health & environment, & how strictly they should be regulated, if at all. 

 

 


